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When, back in the day, I discovered several accounting history journals from the AngloAmerican world (one published in the United Kingdom, one in the US, and one in Australia)
sitting right next to one another on the shelf in the LSE Library, I realised that the
transformation occurring simultaneously with the postmodern turn in history did indeed have
an effect even on this seemingly esoteric field of specialty. 1 Historians in general tend to view
accounting history as a dry and boring discipline. However, anyone who has seen a
company’s balance sheet being put together live (“biláncolás” in the Hungarian business
slang of the era, from German “Bilanzierung”), or so much as read about it in a novel,2 will
never forget the overwhelming sense of excitement that drawing up the balance sheet
involves. Company historians often have the opportunity to enjoy access not only to the
companies’ published balance sheets but also to the so-called internal balance sheets that lie
around in their archives, and by comparing the two sets of records, they can attempt to arrive
at conclusions. However, there is no guarantee whatsoever that the researcher, experienced as
she or he may be in accounting as a profession, will necessarily be able to unveil the bag of
tricks employed in drawing up a balance sheet, or, in other words, to detect what items were
“hidden” in what lines, or what disparate items were consolidated into a single amount.
Interviewing executives of the relevant firms is also a common practice in business history.
While perusing Accounting History, I noted an ideal-typical example. While being questioned
about the actual practice of drawing up the balance sheet, a former chief accountant
elaborated on what invoices were normally allocated to what lines of the balance sheet. In this
respect, the accounting historian assumed a basic stance that was radically different from both
the approach of the premodern historian and that of the oral historian. Hearing the chief
accountant’s statements, the premodern historian would have thrown up his or her hands in
despair, jumping to the conclusion that as the balance sheet stated false data the records were
simply useless as historical sources. A true oral historian, however, would rub his or her
hands in excitement: Finally, a new narrative! Having gone through the purgatory of
cliometrics and neoinstitutionalism, our accounting historian opted for another solution by
taking the effort to actually convert the balance sheets of a year especially rich in sources and
to restate the individual items (a Sisyphean task indeed) in line with what seemed correct on
the basis of the interview made with the chief accountant, generating fundamental data for the
critique of the annual balance sheets as historical sources, but also facilitating, in the long run,
some sort of an estimation to support the interpretation of the companies’ adjusted balance
sheet data.
As far as Hungary in the period leading up to World War I is concerned, archival sources that
yield themselves to this sort of analysis are at best limited to the case of the Hungarian
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Commercial Bank of Pest (Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi Bank).3 However, the business history
actors who lived in what was called “the good old times” have long passed away. The oldest
broker I have had the chance to interview in the middle of the 1980s was 93 years old at the
time. He started his own independent brokerage business in 1917 (the capital being put up by
a retired silent partner).4 Of course, I found the memoires of Simon Krausz, “the Napoleon of
the Pest stock exchange”, written in the 1930s after he went bankrupt, very useful. Writing in
retrospect about his large-scale drive for buying up the shares of Rimamurány-Salgótarján
Iron Mill Ltd. (Rimamurányi-Salgótarjáni Vasmű Rt.), this is how he explains his motivations
for the famed transaction: “Those of us who could read a balance sheet could easily tell that
the iron works of Rimamurány earned significantly more than what they stated, and that their
equity to revenue ratio was far better than reported. As a result of their dividend policy, their
shares were underpriced in that they were much cheaper than they should have been based on
the company’s true equity and revenue figures.”5 But even today, and especially back then,
who is – who was – possibly in possession of the “true figures” and of the “realistic share
prices”? If we compare the historical sources left behind by the iron mill company’s board of
directors to the banker’s narrative, we find that even though he may have been able to read the
balance sheet of a bank, he still lost the battle for acquiring a majority of the shares. 6 Is it that
he did not quite excel at reading a balance sheet after all? Or is it that leading a successful
drive for a buyout takes more knowledge than may be obtained from reading a balance sheet?
Analysing banks’ balance sheets from the era of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy has long
been a staple in researching economic history. Besides the obvious example of the classic
works of Eduard März,7 we can also mention those of Bernard Michel. He did not only
analyse series of active and passive items on the balance sheet, he also tried to uncover the
banks’ hidden reserves (“reserves cachées”) among other things.8 As far as these hidden
reserves are concerned, he identified two main asset types – most importantly, the item
“consortium profits”, and the item “securities portfolio” – where he analysed issues related to
the undervaluation of these items in the balance sheet.
Beyond the issues discussed above, those involved in the practical analysis of balance sheets
have of course for long known about a whole range of other problems that may also fuel one’s
scepticism concerning the credibility of the balance sheets that banks put out to the public.9
Let me just mention a few examples from the Hungarian experience.
1. It was exactly from 1872 to 1873 that the main fields banks had to use to state their balance
sheet data for statistical purposes changed, making it nearly impossible to compare the
balance sheet items of the pre-crisis and post-crisis eras at the macroeconomic level.10
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2. However, if we examine banks’ balance sheets, we must also mention that when nearly half
a century later, in the spring of 1930, an economics journal published a series of articles
dedicated to balance sheet analysis under the title “A bankmérlegek tanulságai” (“Banks’
Balance Sheets: The Lessons Learned”) they formulated the following question concerning
some of the oddities they identified: “How is it possible, to take just one example, that while
banks have seen a substantial increase in the volume of the bank deposits they collected from
their clients, and while the total value of the discounted bills of exchange – that is, the bill of
exchange portfolio – is significantly in excess of what it was in the previous year, and while
there is also an increase in debtors, the overall economy is going through the greatest crisis of
all times, agriculture, commerce and industry are having great difficulties in accessing even
small loans on the most crushing terms, and we see a shocking proliferation of insolvencies,
compulsory agreements, and bankruptcies?” The author does not hesitate to offer a plausible
answer: “Now, if we dedicate ourselves to researching what lies at the roots of this apparent
contradiction between the banks’ balance sheets on the one hand and the general
inaccessibility of bank loans on the other, we can find but one explanation: the increase in the
discounting of bills, in debtors, and in the portfolio of bills of exchange was not due the loans
the banks offered to the economy in general but to the loans they offered to the companies
belonging to their own concerns.” However, the published balance sheets give us no guidance
in setting aside these from all other bills of exchange; neither do they help the analyst identify
those non-viable companies that the banks kept on a lifeline merely for prestige or for purely
personal reasons, even though these were the companies that “demanded most in terms of
loans and soaked up most of the available capital”11.
In the case of the Austro-Hungarian Bank (Osztrák-Magyar Bank), drawing up the balance
sheet was not a decentralised local task. As a result, there is hardly any chance that the
researcher can put his or her hands on internal working documentation used in the process of
preparing the bank’s balance sheets. Therefore, in this presentation, instead of making an
attempt to analyse information disclosure, I will focus on the practices of obtaining, handling,
classifying, storing, and using information. In other words, I will tackle problems related to
the input, rather than the output, of information.12
The practice of obtaining information
In 1878, at the time of its establishment (or, rather, its re-establishment in a form better suited
for the dualist era following the Austro-Hungarian Compromise), the Austro-Hungarian Bank
underwent a thorough re-regulation of both its lending system and its credit information
system.
The members of the Censur-Comités, or credit assessment bodies, were nominated partly by
the board of directors and partly by the local chamber of commerce and industry. The
chambers also played an important role in proposing where the bank should set up a primary
(Filiale) or secondary (Nebenplatz) branch office. The arguments used in favour of expanding
the bank’s organisational network were statistical data one may consider to be publicly
known: the number of inhabitants living in the relevant city, its importance as a transport hub,
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its total commercial turnover, and the total capital of all the financial institutions already
present in the city were all certainly considered. Through the participation of the chambers,
local commercial and banking actors played a decisive role in the systematic assessment of
bills of exchange. The representatives of the various sectors were usually elected as members
of the Censur-Comités in pairs (two crop traders, two textile traders, two exchange brokers,
etc.) to make sure that no party enjoys unilateral advantages. It is quite enlightening to see
that in 1878 a number of cities in the Western Hungary (Győr/Raab, Pozsony/Pressburg)
proposed their nominees with a view to their religious affiliations (Christian/Jewish), offering
a brief description of the proposed personalities along with their names. And while later on no
such explicit distinction was made any more, this does not mean that the nominees’ religious
backgrounds were not still considered in setting up the credit assessment system, albeit the
religious aspect may have seemingly disappeared from or view. The eventual proportionality
of the members of the local assessment committee clearly proves the point. Nominations in
Győr originally included nine Christian and six Jewish members; however, when the
committee was finally set up with 11 members, five of them were Jewish (one person
declined to accept the nomination).13 Soon after, the first list of debtors was drafted, only to
provide us with more information on the intricacies characterising the interrelation between
the “censors” whose assignment it was to assess bills of exchange. For example, Móritz Cohn
(who eventually became a member of the committee) did not only own a textile retail business
(with his worth estimated at 70 thousand forints) but was also a silent partner in the oil mill
known as The Heirs of Adolf Kohn with a business share valued at 35 thousand forints.
Despite the relatively high ownership ratios, participation in more than one company was
considered a problem because the parties maintained mutual giro relations (“gegenseitige
Giro-Verbindung”) with one another, as a result of which they backed each other’s bills of
exchange in respect of rather high amounts.14 This only serves to make it even more obvious
that, behind the scenes, the choice of assessors had a strong impact on assessment activities
even when the person concerned sat on the committee. Much of the available information was
personal in nature, but orality also clearly played a decisive role at this level. And this is about
more than just, let’s say, news one picks up at cafés; this is about reporting such information
merely orally during committee meetings. This was also the mechanism for exercising local
control in respect of any centrally obtained information.
The credit limits of the individual branch offices were determined by the High Council of the
Austro-Hungarian Bank and then communicated by the Bank’s Budapest head office towards
the individual branch offices. The individual branch offices then adopted their own decisions
on how to distribute their credit limits among the firms operating within their areas. The
Austro-Hungarian Bank classified any of its potential debtors (private persons, companies,
etc.) into one of ten categories (of course, the dual nature of the category designations clearly
shows that these ten categories can in fact be consolidated into only six).15
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Table 1
The classification of Budapest firms and private persons in terms of their credit rating
Classes

I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.
VI.

a
b
a
b
a
b
c

Credit-limits
(forints/Gulden)

More than 500,000
300,000 through 500,000
200,000 through 300,000
150,000 through 200,000
100,000 through 150,000
70,000 through 100,000
40,000 through 70,000
20,000 through 40,000
10,000 through 20,000
Less than 10,000
(Censurs Credite)
TOTAL

Number of clients categorised in
the respective credit rating class
Joint stock
Firms and
Total
companies private persons
20
30
50
1
19
20
5
38
43
3
21
24
3
31
34
6
48
54
5
73
78
9
154
163
10
176
186

62

590

652

Source: MNL OL Z 1, Fasc. 1, 1879 – No. 258.
As can be seen from how the individual groups were broken down, the classification relied on
several criteria, but in effect three main groups were formed. In the case of the top nine
classes, a certain automatic mechanism was applied in a pre-determined fashion. However, in
the highest category, the party submitting the bill of exchange was the only party to be
encumbered at the time of discounting the bill (Singularbelastung). In the case of the eight
categories ranging between the highest and the lowest ones, all parties signing the bill of
exchange (both the party issuing and the party endorsing it) had the relevant credit amount
deducted from their available credit limits. In the case of those in the lowest category, the bill
assessment committee assessed (“censored”) every single bill of exchange individually.
In the case of companies obligated to publish their accounts (joint stock companies), the
situation was fairly simple because, by consulting the Compass, the company’s published
share capital, stated reserves, and other balance sheet data were easy to come by. Thus,
already the very first meeting of the board of directors discussing the issue established that
there were merely 20 companies in Budapest that belonged to the top category, and another
52 belonged to Classes 2 through 9. Class 10 debtors, who obviously represented the
majority, were not worth discussing until they actually applied for a credit. At the same time,
it must have been a cause of concern from the beginning that in each class the majority of the
debtors were either one-man companies or private persons, and in fact their weight gradually
increased moving down the chart class by class. There was no register of data similar to the
Compass on one-man companies and private persons.
During the first period of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, which lasted roughly up until the end
of the century, we only have comprehensive archival lists of the names of the best debtors –
the companies and private persons that belong to the highest category.16 The most interesting
16
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such list is the first one, started in 1879, which does not only state the estimated assets of
those listed and the credit limit allocated to them, but also the most recent occasion they
actually drew down a credit. In the case of joint stock companies, the companies’ assets were
estimated on the basis of their published balance sheets (the only question being to what
extent the Bank would actually trust those balance sheets). However, one-man companies, let
alone private persons, were not required to publish their balance sheet data; in fact, it was in
their obvious best interest to guard their business secrets as best as they could. Therefore in
these latter cases the Bank had to employ other means of obtaining information. Of course,
the Bank had the possibility to ask the relevant firms to provide the necessary information, but
it often seemed more reliable if the Bank made an attempt to go out and get the information
on its own. In doing so, the Bank probably relied not only on its own organisation, directors,
and bill assessors, but also on information obtained from journalists, from – at a later stage –
specialised business information agencies, and even private detectives.
When putting together the first lists, the Bank developed a set of principles, making it clear
that their debtor classification was not merely based on assessing the value of the debtor’s
assets (even though, as we have seen it, obtaining such information was no easy task either):
“... we have listed only those companies characterised by impeccable integrity and sufficient
fundamentals combined with realistic expectations that they will actually draw down their
credit limits, and whose listing in the best interest of the business”17 (italics: Gy. K.). In other
words: when the quantitative data available on the assets of the debtor are uncertain, the focus
should be shifted at least partially to the debtor’s integrity and reputation, where personal
information, hearsay, and even gossip may be attributed much greater importance than
normally.
Under the new system, which was fully consolidated by the eighties, it was the AustroHungarian Bank’s High Council that – in cooperation with the committee the Bank set up
specifically for this purpose – determined the credit limits offered to those one-man
companies and corporations that were eligible for single encumbrance (Singularbelastung).
But the anomalies of the system also quickly became obvious. The credit assessment
committee held daily meetings, and the board members – who chaired those meetings – felt
“humiliated” by the fact that “it was exactly the best companies where they had no
information about the companies’ upper credit threshold despite the fact that this is something
the senior executive of the head office must at all times be aware of in order to prevent any
cases of credit limit abuse”. In other words, how much credit the debtors – and we are talking
about those eligible for single encumbrance with a credit limit of more than 600,000 forints
by that time – had actually drawn down in total was a secret even to the members of the board
of directors. For this very reason, the board of directors in Budapest submitted a proposal to
the High Council of the Austro-Hungarian Bank asking that the board members be provided
with information, “for their own discrete use”, on the amount of the actual credits granted. 18
This meant that while the Bank’s head office tried to make full use of all the information
obtained by the committees, it did not trust them enough to provide them with everything
through the vertical flow of information that was available for adopting a good decision. This
practice was indeed another motivation for the members of the assessment committee to rely
on information obtained from sources outside the Bank’s own organisation.
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Figure 1
Comments on Debtors’ List No X (1888)

Unfortunately, we have no surviving lists of debtor names in Classes 2 through 9, and where
we do have some information on how these debtors were assessed, such information is limited
to those whose position changed over time for one reason or another. In a large number of
cases, the minutes make reference to the debtor’s serial number in the debtors’ list, which was
available at the time but has since been lost. In other words, some of the debtors who moved
from one class to another cannot be identified by name; only the reasons for their
reclassification can be studied anonymously. The board of directors used the following system
in discussing the individual cases: they started with new proposals submitted for credit
assessment; then they moved on to proposals for increasing or decreasing the credit limits of
existing debtors; and finally, they discussed proposals for revoking the credit limits of certain
debtors. This latter category included debtors who lost their Class 1 eligibility for single
encumbrance, and debtors who lost their eligibility for standardised credits and whose credit
applications from then on had to be assessed or “censored” on a case by case basis.
In the case of new debtors classified for the first time, the credit assessment committee
adopted its decisions on the basis of unusually thorough, oftentimes deeply personal
information. In the case of the Sons of Ármin Herz, for example, the institution proposed a
credit limit of 100,000 forints, but the committee reduced this to 60,000 forints because the
debtor’s asset estimation included “the wife of one of the partners” and therefore the estimate
“seemed unreasonably high”. On the very same occasion, in the case of a debtor called Viktor
Jordán, the committee approved a credit limit of only 15,000 forints instead of the
20,000 forints originally proposed because the debtor’s “business operations were dependent
on financing provided by his father”.19
Extraordinarily stringent criteria were also used in the case of existing debtors already
classified with a certain credit limit whenever the Budapest head office proposed that their
credit limit be increased. In the case of A. Holzspach & Sons, the committee refused to
increase the credit limit, quoting the following two reasons: they believed that the increase in
the company’s stated assets were due to “overvaluing the company’s quarries, lime kilns and
brick factories in their books”, and that the company’s “debts on bills of exchange were
mostly based on its efforts to obtain cash financing”.20 More simply put, the committee was
suspicious rather than positive about the overvaluation of certain balance sheet items and the
amounts of unsecured debt on the company’s bills of exchange.
Those opting for sectors other than industry or trade were not much better off either. “Nándor
Schweiger is mostly involved in agricultural activities, wherefore, in accordance with the
relevant rules, he has been granted a more modest increase in his credit limit than originally
proposed.” At the same time, József Schweiger, only three items down the list, was “known to
have rented out his landed property to his son and [had] probably retired, wherefore he has
also been approved for only a minor increase in his credit limit”.21
Information obtained about the lack of a company’s solid operation and financial standing
was among the most important criteria. It was on this basis that, among others, Károly Jakab
Kohner, a proprietor of the otherwise well-renowned company Henrik Kohner & Siblings was
struck from the debtors’ list because “he has discontinued his commercial business activities
and has for quite some time been only involved in stock exchange speculation”.22
19
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To what extent the size of a debtor’s assets was not the only consideration when reducing the
debtor’s credit limit is clearly reflected in the case of Strasser & König, one of the largest
grain merchants in Pest. With a view to the fact that one of the partners, Alajos Strasser,
passed away and “the company’s circumstances may have possibly become less favourable”,
the Budapest head office proposed that the Bank’s High Council revoke the firm’s eligibility
for single encumbrance. The board of directors in Budapest did not object to the proposal
either. However, the board of directors unanimously refused to accept the proposal that the
firm’s 500,000 forint credit limit be also reduced to 300,000 forints as, “thanks to the
proprietors, the company’s business was in good standing,” and instead proposed that “the
500,000 forint credit limit should be maintained without any limitations for the time being”23
(italics in the original). What attracts our attention at this point is not so much the tone of
uncertainty with which the original official proposal was worded (“circumstances may have
possibly become less favourable”) but the definite position assumed by the assessment
committee on the basis of its confirmed local knowledge (“the company’s business was in
good standing”).
What was a strength in obtaining local information was in turn a limitation in the international
context. As far as Heller A. & Co., a company with business premises in Prague as well as in
New York was concerned, “only rather unreliable data are available”, and because Adolf
Heller lived in Prague “and his asset situation was little known”, plus his Pest-based business
partner and representative had no assets, the company was “only approved for a moderate
credit limit”.24
Unfortunately, those applicants in the lowest category of debtors grouped in Class 10 remain
completely under the radar. These applicants left no trace behind in the minutes whatsoever.
The system used at the turn of the century
From the turn of the century, the Bank migrated to recording the individual companies on
separate credit files. No pages survive from the initial period of this new credit information
system. However, from the early 20th century on, this source allows us to see even the
smallest clients. We know a whole range of companies with their data recorded at various
points in time, always in comparison to their most recent data. On the one hand, this new
system may be considered a step towards strengthening the Bank’s systematic written records;
on the other hand, it is obvious that changes in the companies’ data were not updated on a
continuous basis at all. It is enlightening to see how modifications were annotated on the
previous file in draft and were only consolidated into a unified updated copy when there were
substantial changes either in the text or in the numbers.
Figure 2
The credit information file of Henrik Haggenmacher (1899-1912)
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Hailing from Switzerland and doing business in the milling industry, Henrik Haggenmacher
was considered one of the best debtors. His credit file No. III survives; originally, it dates
back to March 1899. Changes were initially annotated on the earlier versions of the file, but in
the case of Haggenmacher this was not necessary for over a decade. The firm was only
reassessed in April 1912, but no substantial changes took place, except for the fact that the
amounts originally stated in forints were restated in Austro-Hungarian crowns, the exchange
rate being 1 forint per 2 crowns. In actual fact, what this reflects is that Haggenmacher’s
estimated worth did not change between 1899 and 1912 (8 to 10 million forints or 16 to 20
million crowns). Neither was the composition of his assets updated in 1912 when the Bank
noted that in addition to his steam mills, his assets also comprised “houses and construction
lots of great value, as well as a portfolio of securities worth a few millions”.25 The section
dedicated to the nature or character of the company also remained unchanged, stating that the
company was “most reliable (»solid«) and generally well respected”. The wording of the
company’s credit rating is also enlightening: “good for any conceivable amount”. It is no
surprise then that the firm was eligible for single encumbrance, which was marked using a
calligraphically drawn red “S” sign on the file. Furthermore, it can also be established that in
the case of its best clients, the Bank did not make much of an effort to review changes in the
assets of the company over time unless the company came close to potentially being removed
from the top category.26
Earlier on we saw that the 1888 death of Alajos Strasser, the head of Strasser & König, led to
the firm losing its eligibility for single encumbrance. The business logic behind the decision
to revoke the firm’s preferential treatment was that the management of the firm was now in
25
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the hands of several proprietors (including the widow and the youngest male child who was
still a minor). Since most of Alajos Strasser’s assets comprised of movable property in the
total value of over half a million forints (the widow having inherited half of the real estate as a
surviving spouse), this had an obvious negative effect on the balance of the firm’s assets,
causing uncertainties and reducing its bottom line.27 The first surviving file of the firm is
Credit Information File No XI dating back to May 1913. While it shows that the firm’s
eligibility for single encumbrance was not reinstated, its credit limit was maintained at, or
over time increased back to, the original level of half a million forints (or 1,000,000 crowns).
The proprietors of the firm (who also had a warehouse in Vienna) were, quite naturally,
characterised as “highly respectable and trustworthy persons”.28
Figure 3
The credit information file of the firm Strasser & König (1913)

Adopting a wider perspective and looking briefly at the interwar period (“in the very long
run”) one might mention that, according to the company’s credit information file carried and
numbered continuously by the National Bank of Hungary, Strasser & König was once again
granted the preferential right to single encumbrance sometime during the twenties, which it
enjoyed until it was forced to declare insolvency on 10 April 1931.29
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Reviewing the system between the two world wars is beyond our scope. However, it may be
worth mentioning that several attempts have already been made to exploit this corpus of
sources. Reviewing the credit information records of the rural branch offices is especially
worthwhile. Like earlier, efforts were made to keep the records up to date as far as the
credibility of the balance sheets was concerned. To take the example of Vidoni Brothers of
Debrecen, a firm hailing from Italy and establishing a factory just outside Vienna in 1926 that
later played a major role in Austrian salami manufacturing, the records state that “in its
balance sheet as of 31 December 1936, the firm, because of tax considerations, only stated a
profit of 10,000 pengő, while in actual reality the business generates far better results”30.
Now that we talk about the economic situation characterising the thirties, it may be a good
idea to go back the balance sheet analyses published by the economics journal we quoted in
our introduction. Based on contradicting trends in the published balance sheets, the author
assumed that the only plausible explanation was that banks were primarily financing
companies in whom they themselves had an interest. However, this could not be demonstrated
on the basis of the banks’ published balance sheet data. In the autumn of 1935, the rather
well-informed credit information file carried by the National Bank of Hungary on Deutsch Ig.
& Son, a firm in private banking owned by one of the largest family of entrepreneurs in the
20th century, made note of very similar phenomena. “As a result of the difficulties he
experienced over the past several years, he has retired from the banking business, dedicating
himself entirely to managing the affairs and financial operations of his companies and of the
estates of the companies’ owners.”31 A few years later the bank was also aware of the fact that
tensions arose in the management of the family business between Dr. Albert Hirsch (Irén
Hatvany’s husband) and Baron Endre Hatvany, noting that “incessant rivalry... both within
the company and within the family” cast a shadow “especially over the assessment of the
company’s perspectives going forward”.32 In retrospect, we know that the clouds that really
cast a shadow over the company’s future were in fact darker and more sinister: the anti-Jewish
laws, the world war, and nationalisation.
Summary
In our brief overview, we have tried to offer an insight into the credit information system of
the Austro-Hungarian Bank and into the practice of extending loans based on such
information. The information on record in the system did not only serve as the starting point
for the Bank when considering the extension of a loan to the relevant party; the Bank may
have also relied upon data of this type in its valuation process while drawing up the annual
balance sheet.
We have reviewed two major eras of the credit information system. In the first era, debtor
classification relied primarily on oral information, while in the second era we see a substantial
move towards the use of written records kept in a file system. The Bank’s policies and general
terms concerning the extension of loans were shaped in a process characterised by a two-way,
vertical flow of information between the High Council, the Bank’s Budapest head office, and
the boards of directors of the individual branch offices and the local Censur-Comités through
controlling a range of “harder” and “softer” parameters.
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